Abstract-Software Evolution is considered to be essential and challenging characteristic in the field of software engineering. Version control system is an incremental versions tracking system, introduced to avoid unnecessary overwriting of files such as programming code, web pages and records. It also helps to decrease the confusion affected by duplicate or outdated data. In this proposed research SVN repository is maintained and analyzed for msitone.wikispaces.com to minimize the efforts as well as resources for the future users. We have used two semester data for the analysis purpose that is observed SVN repository. The result shows that, implementing the SVN repositories are helpful for maintenance of the Wikispaces as it also reduce the cost, time and efforts for their evolution. Whereas without implementing the SVN repositories Wikispaces were just supposed to be building the house by putting each brick from start.
INTRODUCTION
Source control (version control) is the central component of modern software development process. Various kinds of version control systems are available like, CVS (Concurrent Version System), SVN (Subversion), Git, Mercurial, Bazaar, LibreSource, and Monotone. Open source Concurrent Versions System (CVS) and subversion (SVN) VCSs were mainly designed to work with plain text files that were also control other file data type [6] .SVN is a version control system, introduced to avoid unnecessary overwriting of files and decreases the confusion affected by duplicate or outdated data. CollabNet Inc developed revision control system in 2000 [1] . used to maintain historical versions files as well as current files like, source code, Webpages and documentation. This open source revision control system used to perform changes in text based files i.e. source code. SVN performs work on directories, files helpful to manage as well change them. This feature of SVN provide the facility to return over the prior version of your program at any point which were built at any time. If any user enter the wrong code unintentionally and missed all the chances to undo the code, the versioning control system can resume the code from any point. Described that during the 2005 semester course they as a team showed their four open-source personal research collections [10] .How digital repositories were well used and for what, by address of recording [7] .
A. SVN Repository
A repository is information about the database that is shared engineered artifacts created and used by enterprise. A common repository allows instruments to share information, not including a common Repository, and it will need a particular protocol Exchange of information between machines [13] .Examples of such sample includes, software, documents etc. Repository has three types of sessions such as trunk, branches and tags. Trunks contain latest development code, Branches possess multiple versions of the same product lines for the development can be used to produce and Tags are the any version are released to the public, with source code version number tag. The MSR(Mining Software Repository) launches a significant challenge for both investigators and experts in the field of software repository mining [11] .
Figure1. General Concept of SVN repository B. Visual SVN Server and Tortoise SVN Client Visual SVN Server provides facility to manage, install multi-functional subversion server easily on windows platform. Tortoise SVN is used as client tool for maintaining the SVN repository by applying their multiple functions and commands. It manages the projects that are located in the subversion repository. Visual SVN Server is used as central and local repository.
The user in order to get himself facilitated has to perform certain tasks. The author creates the user accounts on the Visual SVN Server for remote access of data. Then the link is being created. After that, the repository is created which is being linked through the checkout operation i.e. the Visual SVN Server (Server Side) is now linked to the Turtoise SVN tool (Client side).User now has the authentication to access the data and can analyze the data by using different modification operations. Every time, the data is modified a new version is being created online. The modification results of different authors/users can be analyzed in the graphical or statistical form. The user can latter on access the data remotely by using Visual SVN Server link and user account. Software repositories for analyzing received a lot of attention from researchers in recent years have been to, this first version control and issue tracking systems to extract the raw data is mandatory [5] .
SVN Repository Analysis

C. SVN Design for wiki
Subversion is an open source (versions control system), which is used for managing the up-to-date old versions data like coding, website pages, and records. In the proposed research, SVN repository was maintained and analyzed for msitone.wikispaces.com, to minimize the efforts as well as resources for the future users. Software world takes the large software repositories for example source Forge (350,000+ projects), GitHub (250,000+ projects),and Google Code(250,000+projects) [2] . Msitone.wikispaces.com page was designed for MSIT 2k12 batch of ITC Tandojam and two semesters' data i.e. 01-Jan 2013 to 31-Dec 2013 from designed wikispace page was analyzed in this study. This study focused on the reuses of web pages and the data for the next batch of MSIT as an evolution phase. For this purpose archive of MSIT page was required and visual SVN server also used provide the remote and local access to the manually stored archives of wikispaces to the version control users. Tortoise SVN tool was used as SVN client. Visual SVN server provides the interface between SVN client and archives of wikispace. Then analyzed wiki data from visual SVN Server by using different actions of Tortoise SVN tool and revisions automatically update on server. Subversion is essentially a third-generation version management system is a super up example [4] .ROSE tool that is applied to version records to data mining that monitors programs besides associated variations [12] . 
D. Visual SVN Server
Visual SVN Server provides facility to manage, install multi-functional subversion server easily on windows platform. It is allocated as a separate installation set with the latest versions of all the required components. Visual SVN Server uses the built-in isolated violations over HTTP to communicate with clients and web browsers Apache HTTP Server.
E. Tortoise SVN Client
Tortoise SVN is free software used by developers to manage different versions of the source code. Tortoise SVN tool is used to maintain the SVN repository by applying their multiple functions and commands. It manages the projects that are located in the, a subversion repository. Tortoise SVN repository have three types of sessions such as tag, branches, and trunk, which are discussed here in detail.
F. Tag
Tags are used to highlight the versions in the repository history and tag must be created before releasing any version.
G. Branches
Branches are used to create the development lines for multiversions of the same product so as that a storage place to fix bugs in the stable release. It also provided side-line development.
H. Trunk
Trunks are the core leading line of development in SVN repository. 
I. SVN-WIKI architecture
The research process was conducted through SVN-Wiki Architecture. This architecture aims provides the complete working flow in sequence of step. The architecture is shown in Figure 2 
Results
J. Populate the archives of the wikispace data over server using SVN server
Msitone wikispaces information was collected in the form of Archive. It was then manually insert whole data into Visual SVN Server so as to remotely access on data. Wiki data managed in Visual SVN Server tool is shown in Figure 3 .1. 
K. Create user/client for remote access
Visual SVN Server was not allowed to Access your data without user account. Create user and then easily access the wiki spaces information remotely. Through this https://sadaf/svn/msitone/ and username: sadaf password: xxxxx. 
M. Checkout repository
Checkout is a very important phase in this whole process. The checkout is applied on SVN repository using URL of data which were accessible through Visual SVN Server and established link/interface between both tools so that SVN repository can easily be analyzed. Analyzing phase was started; Go repo browser and then applied more actions of Tortoise SVN tool on that data and important thing was that the changes were automatically updated on server. Tortoise SVN client provides graphical and statistical results of all activities which were applied on that data. Results based on commits, authors, date and files etc.
P. Statistical results:
Statistical results contain total counts of revisions, commits, files, authors and most, least users. These results are generated with Tortoise SVN. One of the sample results is described in Table 3 .1 and 3.2. Graphical results consist of (revisions, commits, authors, date). 
Conclusion
The study was focused on maintaining, analyzing and reusing the http://msitone.wikispaces.com repository. The data of academic year 2012-2013 was stored in the form of archives and backups.
Reusing that data for future purpose needs extra efforts and resources. To overcome this problem the SVN repository was developed on archives of wiki created for 2K12 masters batch of Information Technology Centre.
In this research archive was downloaded from MSIT wikispaces page. The downloaded archive repository was created on client side and then it was stored on server. Multiple users and authors had accessed and analyzed that repository. In this study SVN repository was analyzed by using Visual SVN Server and Tortoise SVN Client tools. SVN Tortoise Client tool was used for maintaining SVN repository by commands like commit, update, checkout, delete, revisions. Visual SVN Server was used for remotely storage purpose. Manually editing of data was time consuming, if there is no backup of data, one cannot revert the changes at specific point. The results were supported by German in which CVS was used to maintain files for software development [3] . The results had also showed similarity with [2] who used Boa, a domain specific language and infrastructure to testing MSR (Mining Software Repositories) which substantially decreases programming efforts. The results were also supported by [10] that had managed institutional repository and analysed that repository was more useful than regular basis update of any academic record. Open access digital institutional repository of universities to be engaged in an exchange of scholars by using a relatively new technology [8] .
Limitations
1. The users need to install both the Visual SVN Server and Tortoise SVN Client on their systems and create a repository itself. 2. Archived data need to be saved to avoid any mishandling.
